
 Lecture 1 – Introduction to Emerging Technologies  
1. General Purpose Technologies (GPTs) lead to revolutions  

 
2. Every wave of automation in the 19th and 20th century eliminated jobs and occupations… but 

a. Organizational innovation  
- New organizational structures, business models  
- Entrepreneurship (taxi driver vs fleet of self-driving cars) 
- Innovation through technology  

b. Investing in human capital  
- Education and up-skilling  
- Understanding innovation, technology, adoption, and use  

 

Lecture 2 – Theories of Innovation Part I 
1. Definition of Innovation  

a. The setting up of a new production function  
b. A process that occurs only when something is entirely new  
c. The adoption of a change which is new to an organization  
d. Improvements in technology and better method or ways of doing things  
e. An important distinction is normally made between invention and innovation  

- Invention: the first occurrence of an idea for a new product or process  
- Innovation: the first commercialization 商业化 of the idea  

f. The industrial religion of the late 20th century  
2. Perspectives on (technology) innovation  

 
3. Perspectives on innovators  

a. Individual level  
- Creativity and prior knowledge enable innovative thinking as it allows individuals to transform concepts from one field to 

another  
- But, prior knowledge can also inhibit creativity as people tend to become trapped in the existing logic  

Steam

•WHAT: Industrial Revolution 
•WHEN: Late 1700s to early 20th century 
•HOW: Shift from agriculture to manufacturing 

Electricity 

•WHAT: First Machine Age
•WHEN: 20th Century 
•HOW: Increased automation of manufacturing, service

Computers

•WHAT: Second Machine Age
•WHEN: Beginning of 21st centure --> Now
•HOW: Ubiquitous computing, physical and virtual interwine 



- Unless, innovators who are members of two distinct knowledge domains are more likely to combining previously disconnected 
domains (e.g. ICT and art) 

b. Organizational/Group level  
- Heterogeneous teams (e.g. those consisting of members with diverse backgrounds) are more successful than homogeneous 

teams (e.g. those consisting of members with similar backgrounds) 
- Teams that use more sources of knowledge are more likely to generate innovations  

4. Technology  
a. Means to fulfil human purpose  

- Explicit purpose (oil refinery) vs. implicit (computer) 
- Method (speech recognition) vs. process (chemical engineering) vs. device (diesel engine) 
- Simple (axe) vs. complicated (MRI machine) 
- Material/tangible (electric generator) vs. nonmaterial/intangible (algorithm) 

b. Assemblage of practices and components  
- Complex technologies like biotechnology that represent groups/clusters of many individual technologies and tools  
- Plural  

c. Collection of devices and engineering practices available to a culture  
- Commonly used cultural entity  
- Singular  

5. Nature of technological innovation  
a. Most innovations are not new. They are combinations of elements that already exist  
b. The creation of any sort of novelty in art, science, or practical life consists […] of a recombination of conceptual and physical 

materials that were previously in existence  
c. Challenge for innovator: 

i. Not to think of something new, but to find combinations of existing things  
ii. The more there is to invent with, the greater will be the number of inventions  

d. Combinatorial evolution 
i. ‘Simple’ types of technology form more complex cluster (e.g. silicone and metal à chips) that become building blocks or 

more ‘complex’ technologies (e.g. smartphones) 
ii. But, modern ICTs did not emerge from flint-tools! 

iii. Humans also constantly capture and understand natural phenomena 
- Science (understanding of natural phenomena) PLUS recombination of resources results in emergence of new technologies  

iv. Technology creates itself out of itself. This mechanism is called ‘combinatorial evolution’  
6. Avoiding hype  

a. Lest investigate powerful and long-lasting frameworks that will help you better understand the processes that lead to the 
emergence of new technologies, and why some succeed and others fall by the wayside  

b. TUSHMAN and ROSENKOPF are some of the leading theoreticians  
7. T&R’s Technology Lifecycle – Understanding technological progress 

 

VARIATION 
I. Technological Discontinuity

- Competence enhanceing 
- competence destorying 

II. Era of Ferment 
- Substitution 
- Design Competition 
- Community Drive Technical 
Change

SELECTION 
III. Dominant Design 

RETENTION 
IV. Era of Incremental Change 

- Retention 
- Elborate Dominant Design 
- Technological Momentum 



a. What is Technological Discontinuity 
i. Technological discontinuities are rare, unpredictable innovations, which advance a technological frontier by an order of 

magnitude and which involve a fundamentally different product or process design  
ii. General Purpose Technologies (GPTs) typically represent technological discontinuities  

iii. Types of technological discontinuity  
Product Discontinuity  Process Discontinuity: 
- Fundamentally different products  
- Command a decisive cost, performance or 

quality advantage over prior products  

- Fundamentally different ways of making a 
product  

- Improvement in the cost of quality of the 
product  

ü Example (Product): technological discontinuities in sources of power/travel  

 
Competence Destroying  Competence enhancing 
- Radical and drastic change  
- Fundamentally different 

technologies/concepts/process 
- All prior associated knowledge/machinery/skill 

obsolete 
- New technology/concept as substitute for old 

ones  
- Initiated by new market entrants  
- Example: 

 

- Incremental change  
- Extension of existing technologies/concepts  
- Prior associated knowledge/machinery/skills 

not obsolete 
- New technology/concept enhance existing one  
- Initiated by market veterans and new entrants  
- Example: 

 
  

b. What is the Era of Ferment  
i. Era of ferment are periods where rival technologies compete for dominance. Results in: 

a) Uncertainty about how technology can improve 
b) Uncertainty about customer demands 
c) Existing community of practice resists change by improving old technologies. Their approach differs from group 

advocating new technology  
d) One technology trying to push other out  

ii. Example:  

 



c. What is the Dominant Design  
i. Era of ferment is a ‘survival of the fittest’ that results in a dominant design, a single technology with certain, superior, features. 

Implications are: 
a) Firms following dominant design perform well  
b) Firms following ‘out-dated’ design need to change or risk bankruptcy  
c) Once product/technology stable, process innovations emerge 
d) Fewer new market entrants, high rate of market exists. Few, large firm dominate (e.g. Apple, Samsung in mobile phone 

market) 
ii. How do dominant designs emerge? 

a) Technological logic: 
ü Simple/non-assembled products (e.g. cement) à Dominance through efficiency (e.g. cheaper, faster) 

- All other technologies: 
b) Socio-political processes  

ü Complex products/technologies (e.g. VHS/BETA) 
ü Within and between communities of practice  
ü User/market preference rather than superior quality  

iii. Example  

 
d. What is the Era of Incremental change? 

i. After dominant designs emerge, technical progress is driven by incremental innovations 
a) Technical uncertainty decreases 
b) Basis of competition shifts from product to process 
c) Informal knowledge sharing between competitors  

ii. Example: Car industry. Combustion engine, safety, design, etc.  

  


